
Mirrix Looms Shed Extenders
Included:

● Extended shed pins for your shedding device
● A set of two handmade extended wooden clips
● A loom handle extender

Installation Instructions

-Remove the current wooden clips from your loom. To do this separate the top and the bottom
halves of the loom (simply slide the top part off of the bottom part). Slide the wooden clips down
and off of each of the copper sidebars of the loom. Doing this will remove a metal sleeve from
inside the copper. If the sleeves do not come off easily, you can use needle-nosed pliers to pull
them out of each copper sidebar.

-Slide the new longer wooden clips onto the copper sidebars.

-Replace the metal sleeves into the copper sidebars.

-Put the two halves of the loom back together.

-Next, you will replace the shed pins on your shedding device. Remove the current silver or
brass-colored shed pins from the shedding device. These are the pieces on the shedding device
that hold the two silver heddle bars. Each pair of shed pins screw together inside the copper
shedding device. First, take each heddle bar out of the shed pins. Then, unscrew each pair of
shed pins by turning the top and bottom ones in opposite directions. If you are having a difficult
time removing the shed pins, an Allen wrench can be inserted in the hole of the shed pins to
help to turn it.

-Replace the shed pins you removed with the ones included in your kit by screwing each shed
pin pair together onto the shedding device by turning them equally and in opposite directions to
tighten.

-Replace the heddle bars by threading them through the holes in the new shed pins. Line up the
holes using an Allen wrench.

-Remove the acorn nut from your loom handle, then screw the handle extender to the end of the
handle. Replace the acorn nut so you don’t lose it.


